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History
Fashion designer Claire McCardell was born on May 24, 1905 in Frederick, Maryland,
and she died on March 22, 1958. McCardell attended Hood College and Parsons School
of Design, but she lived most of her adult life in New York City. Claire McCardell is
best known for her revolutionary designs for comfortable yet stylish clothing and
swimwear.

Collection Origin
Gift of Robert and Adrian McCardell in 1998 and 1999.

Scope and Contents
The collection consists of one large flat box that contains approximately 193 photos
divided among 11 large folders. For the most part, the photographs have been divided by
subject matter (Family Vacations, Portraits, etc.), but there are separate folders for any
damaged, oversize, or color photographs. Most of the photographs are of Claire and were
taken after she became a well-known fashion designer.

Arrangement
The photographs have been divided into 11 different categories: Early Childhood, Family
Life + Vacations (I and II), Portraits (I and II), Claire McCardell at Work, Models and
Publicity, Ceremonies and Events, Damaged Photos, Color Photos, and Oversize
Photographs. The photos have all been numbered sequentially by folder. Small
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photographs or negatives have been placed in sleeves for protection. There is one framed
photograph, PP238.05.047, a portrait of Claire McCardell taken by Richard Avedon,
located in framed storage

Container List
Box 1 of 1:
Folders 1 through 5
Folders 6 through 11

Folder 1: Claire McCardell Photograph Collection Personal Photos:
Early Childhood PP238.01.001-.008 (1-1)
Item Number Description
PP238.01.001 Woman sitting on the steps
leading up to a house, 3
children in the foreground
with a pram
PP238.01.002 Two young children
standing by the side of a
house; baby is wrapped in
blankets
PP238.01.003 Young child sitting on a
bike outside a house

Verso
Adrian
Claire
Gew (?)

Date
n.d.

Size
3 ¼ x 2 ¼ in.

Adrian
Claire

n.d.

3 x 2 in

Sorry

n.d.

3 ½ x 3 ½ in.
(lower right
hand corner
missing)

PP238.01.004

A child and baby standing
outside; baby is lying in a
cradle

Claire
Ber (?)

n.d.

3 ½ x 3 ½ in.

PP238.01.005

Three children sitting in a
chair outside

Claire
Bud + May
15

n.d.

3 ¼ x 3 ¼ in.

PP238.01.006

Portrait of Claire

n/a

n.d.

2 ¼ x 1 ¾ in.
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PP238.01.007

Portrait of Claire seated

Claire
Nov. 10 x 7 in.
McCardell
1908
Nov. 1909
3 ½ yrs.
PP238.01.008 Three children holding
July 1914
July
3 ½ x 3 ½ in.
hands in yard
Adrian
1914
Bob
Claire
Folder 2: Claire McCardell Photograph Collection Personal Photos: Family Life +
Vacations PP238.02.001-.025 (1-2)
Item Number Description
PP238.02.001 Female portrait

Verso
507

Date
n.d.

PP238.02.002

Male portrait

Dear Ciny (?)
Claire,
You certainly
are a very, very
sweet American
girl and I am
terribly fond of
you still, and
always will be!!
John

n.d.

Size
9 ½ x 8 in.
(small part of
upper right
hand corner
missing)
3 ¼ x 2 ½ in.

PP238.02.003

Four rows of children
posing for a picture in front
of a stone wall

Ame Kemp
Daffi asked me
to send Mese
(?) to you—
Remember Big
Pool?

n.d.

6 x 3 ½ in.

PP238.02.004

Long shot of a hallway
Caption: “Corredor Hospico
82-Exclusivas ‘Julio’
Guadalajara.”

Jan 25.

?,
Jan.
25

4 ½ x 3 ½ in.

Kid, I found
these while
sorting out
items. They
look wonderful.
Current even.
Please mount
them on iron
and frame them
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with just the
simplest collier
of diamonds…I
also had lunch
with Fred
(XXXX over
top this word)
John and Peter
on Sunday and
they want to see
you. Could we
all lunch
together,
maybe? Peggy
PP238.02.005

Woman holding a tea pot (?) Sept 14, 1957
in front of a large fireplace

1957,
Sept.
14
1957,
Sept.
14

5 x 4 in.

PP238.02.006

Woman holding a tea pot (?) Sept 14, 1957
in front of a large fireplace
(same image as
PP238.02.005)

PP238.02.007

Small table covered in a
basket of flowers and other
misc. items

n.d.

4 ¼ x 3 ¼ in.

PP238.02.008

Woman (presumably Claire) n/a
sitting outside having tea
Woman (presumably Claire) n/a
sitting on a couch drinking
tea
Two different pictures, first Amy 17 (?)
of a woman holding a tea
cup and then of a female
portrait (second of the two is
cut off)

n.d.

7 x 5 in.

n.d.

7 x 5 in.

n.d.

2 ½ x 1 ½ in.

PP238.02.011

Two different pictures, first
of a woman holding a tea
cup and then of a female
portrait (full copy of
PP238.02.010)

Amy 17 (?)

n.d.

3 ½ x 2 ½ in.

PP238.02.012

Two different pictures, one
of a group of people

Amy 17 (?)

n.d.

3 ½ x 2 ½ in.

PP238.02.009

PP238.02.010

n/a

5 x 4 in.
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PP238.02.013

PP238.02.014
PP238.02.015

PP238.02.016
PP238.02.017
PP238.02.018
PP238.02.019

standing up, the other of
people sitting at a picnic
table
Two different pictures, one
of a woman (presumably
Claire), the other of a man
in a suit

Amy 17 (?)

n.d.

3 ½ x 2 ½ in.

Claire standing on a porch
douf un (?)
and holding a basket
Claire standing on a porch
n/a
and holding a basket (copy
print of PP238.02.014)
Text typed in image: Claire
McCardell, the talented
designer, whose label means
to many an American girl
the special way she wants to
look, poses in one of the
pretty aprons she has
designed for the New York
Association for the Blind, to
be made by blind workers.
A flaring circle of yellow
dotted swiss, with a string
tie, it covers the skirt of
your dinner dress while you
commute between your
guests and the kitchen—or,
on a very hot day, you might
wear it with only a pretty
petticoat and a bare-back
blouse, as Miss McCardell
does here on the back porch.
$3.98, at the Lighthouse,
111 East 59th Street, New
York 22.

n.d.

4 x 3 ½ in.

n.d.

7 x 5 in.

Claire standing in a field
holding a large basket
Claire sitting in a field

n/a

n.d.

3 ¾ x 3 ¾ in.

n/a

n.d.

3 ¾ x 3 ¾ in.

Claire sitting outside having
tea and petting a dog
Claire standing over the

n/a

n.d.

7 x 5 in.

154 (typed)

n.d.

10 x 8 in.
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PP238.02.020
PP238.02.021
PP238.02.022

kitchen sink
Close up of Claire staring
out a window
Claire standing on a
mountain
Claire standing on a
mountain (full body shot)

195

n.d.

10 x 8 in.

27133 (typed)

n.d.

4 x 3 in.

27133 (typed)

n.d.

4 x 3 in.

PP238.02.023

Claire crouching on the
RW 255
n.d.
9 x 7 in.
ground and wearing skis
PP238.02.024 Claire standing on a
RW 255
n.d.
10 x 8 in.
mountain
PP238.02.025 Close up of Claire
n/a
n.d.
10 x 8 in.
crouching on the ground
PP238.02.026 Claire on the ledge of pool
n/a
n.d
3 x 4 in.
PP238.02.027 Claire shooting a gun
n/a
n.d
3 ¾ x 3 ¾ in.
PP238.02.028 Claire with fishing gear
Claire
n.d
3 ½ x 2 ½ in
PP238.02.029 Claire in sunglasses
n/a
1957 4 x 3 in.
PP238.02.030 Claire on ski slope
n/a
1956 4 x 3 in.
PP238.02.031 Claire with skis
A.(?)Bordon
n.d
9 ¼ x 8 ¼ in.
PP238.02.032 Claire on skis
n/a
n.d
6 ½ x 8 ¾ in.
PP238.02.033 Claire with skis and poles
n/a
n.d
9 ½ x 7 ½ in.
PP238.02.034 Claire on street with
n/a
n.d
5 ½ x 3 ½ in.
checkered jacket
PP238.02.035 Claire asleep in chair
n/a
n.d
6 x 8 in.
PP238.02.036 Claire on boardwalk
n/a
n.d
9 ½ x 7 ½ in.
Folder 3: Claire McCardell Photograph Collection Personal Photos: Family Life
and Vacations II PP238.03.001-.026 (1-3)
Item Number Description
PP238.03.001 Claire sleeping in a chair on
a deck
PP238.03.002 Claire standing with a man
and a woman, planes and
cars are in the background
PP238.03.003 Claire boards a plane with a
man and woman
PP238.03.004 Claire boards a plane with a
man and woman
PP238.03.005 Claire boards a plane with a
man and woman

Verso
1-185

Date
n.d.

Size
8 x 5 in.

n/a

n.d.

9 x 6 in.

n/a

n.d.

9 x 6 in.

n/a

n.d.

9 x 6 in.

n/a

n.d.

9 x 6 in.

PP238.03.006

n/a

n.d.

10 x 8 in.

Claire boards a plane and
waves back at the camera
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PP238.03.007

Claire sits in a restaurant
eating dinner with two
women and one man
Close up of Claire and a
man having dinner in a
restaurant
Close up of Claire sitting in
a restaurant with a man
Group of people posing for
a picture outside of a stone
house
Group of people standing
outside of a stone house
Close up of Claire wearing
sunglasses and a hat
Claire wearing a hat and
standing in front of flowers
Close up of Claire wearing a
fur coat
Wider shot of Claire
wearing a fur coat
Claire sitting on a couch

n/a

n.d.

9 x 7 in.

23

n.d.

7 x 5 in.

n/a

n.d.

10 x 8 in.

n/a

n.d.

9 ½ x 6 ½ in.

n/a

n.d.

10 x 8 in.

n/a

n.d.

4 x 3 in.

n/a

n.d.

4 x 3 in.

n/a

n.d.

7 x 5 in.

n/a

n.d.

7 x 5 in.

1510 (typed)

n.d.

4 x 3 in.

PP238.03.017

Claire sitting up in bed and
drinking tea

n/a

n.d.

4 x 3 in.

PP238.03.018

Claire and a woman
standing by the beach

Handwritten:
270
Typed:
PHOTOGRAP
H BY
MARIAN
STEPHENSON
PLEASE GIVE
CREDIT

n.d.

9 ½ x 7 ½ in.

PP238.03.019

Claire and two other women
sitting in chairs outside
Claire sitting with two men
at a picnic table
A woman stands in the
foreground and a man sits
on a bench in the
background

n/a

n.d.

9 x 6 in.

n/a

n.d.

3 ¾ x 3 ¾ in.

Typed:

n.d.

5 x 3 ½ in.

PP238.03.008

PP238.03.009
PP238.03.010

PP238.03.011
PP238.03.012
PP238.03.013
PP238.03.014
PP238.03.015
PP238.03.016

PP238.03.020
PP238.03.021

Postcard
Made in Canada
Correspondence
Address
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PP238.03.022
PP238.03.023
PP238.03.024
PP238.03.025

Claire and a man sit in
chairs on the beach
Claire and a man sit in
chairs on the beach
Claire and family in front of
house
Claire and brothers in front
of house

PP238.03.026

n/a

n.d.

5 x 4 in.

n/a

n.d.

5 x 4 in.

n/a

n.d.

3 ½ x 2 ½ in

Claire, Adria,
Malcolm,
Robert
n/a

1954

3 ¼ x 4 ½ in

Claire and brothers in front
n.d
8 x 10 in.
of house
Folder 4: Claire McCardell Photograph Collection Personal Photos: Portraits
PP238.04.001-.025 (1-4)
Item Number
PP238.04.001

Description
Full body shot of Claire;
“86 %” written in red on
the lower right-hand side

Verso
Date
Partial sketch of n.d.
a dress and the
word “bad”

Size
13 ½ x 8 in.

PP238.04.002

Head shot of Claire

PROOF
No. 215-4

n.d.

9 x 7 ½ in.

n.d.

9 x 7 ½ in.

n.d.

9 x 7 ½ in.

n.d.

9 x 7 ½ in.

(Words are
typed, numbers
are handwritten)
PP238.04.003

Head shot of Claire

PROOF
No. 215-1
(Words are
typed, numbers
are handwritten)

PP238.04.004

Head shot of Claire

PROOF
No. 215-5
(Words are
typed, numbers
are handwritten)

PP238.04.005

Head shot of Claire

PROOF
No. 215-3
(Words are
typed, numbers
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are handwritten)
PP238.04.006

Head shot of Claire

FROM
RAWLINGS &
PHELPS, INC.
19 WEST 44th
ST., N.Y.C.

n.d.

10 x 8 in.

n.d.

9 x 7 ½ in.

n.d.

10 x 8 in.

# 215-5
(Words are
typed, numbers
are handwritten)
PP238.04.007

Head shot of Claire

PROOF
No. 215-6
(Words are
typed, numbers
are handwritten)

PP238.04.008

Head shot of Claire

FROM
RAWLINGS &
PHELPS, INC.
19 WEST 44th
ST., N.Y.C.
# 215-6
(Words are
typed, numbers
are handwritten)

PP238.04.009

Side view of Claire

n/a

n.d.

12 x 9 in.

PP238.04.010

Claire sitting in a fancy
dress
Close up of Claire sitting in
a fancy dress
Close up of Claire sitting in
chair
Printed in the lower righthand corner: GMAILLARD-KESSLERE

Milton Greeve

n.d.

9 x 8 in.

n/a

n.d.

7 x 4 ½ in.

Typed:

n.d.

10 x 8 in.

PP238.04.011
PP238.04.012

Kindly credit
this Portrait to
G. MAILLARD
KESSLERE. B.
P.
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N.Y.
Regent 4-3277
PP238.04.013
PP238.04.014
PP238.04.015

PP238.04.016
PP238.04.017

Close up of Claire wearing
a hat
Close up of Claire sitting
against a white wall
Close up of Claire wearing
a white turtleneck

n/a

n.d.

9 x 6 ½ in.

n/a

n.d.

10 x 8 in.

n/a

n.d.

7 x 5 in.

Claire standing in front of a
balcony
: Claire resting her elbows
on a ledge
Written on the lower righthand corner: Mark Shaw
Written on the top edge in
red marker: 3A 100%

n/a

n.d.

8 x 9 ¾ in.

M Cardell
Return to
Kirkland
In bottom righthand corner:
C115

n.d.

10 x 8 in.

PP238.04.018

Claire sitting on a chair and Claire
parting a beaded curtain
McCardell
Written on the lower righthand corner: 1954 Imlay
(?)

1954

10 x 8 in.

PP238.04.019

Claire standing and parting
a beaded curtain
Written on the lower righthand corner: 1954 Imlay
(?)

Claire
McCardell

1954

10 x 8 in.

PP238.04.020

Claire in front of drawing
board
Claire holding notepad and
pencil with white collared
dress

n/a

n.d.

8 ¼ x 7 ½ in.

Typed:
Wynn Richards
The courtesy of
a credit line is
requested.
Typed:
From Rawlings
& Phleps, Inc.
19 West 44th st.,
N.Y.C
Max, 12, Rue
Brea, Paris
n/a

n.d.

10 x 8 ¼ in

n.d

10 x 8 ¼ in

n.d

9 x 6 ¾ in.

n.d

9 ¾ x 6 ½ in

PP238.04.021

PP238.04.022

Head shot in striped
sweater

PP. 238.04.023

Head shot with jacket and
pearl button
Claire with baby shoes

PP238.04.024
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PP238.04.025

Claire with metal triangles

Stamped:
n.d
12 ½ x 6 ¾
Photo, Herbert
in.
Matter
Folder 5: Claire McCardell Photograph Collection Personal Photos: Portraits II
PP238.05.001-.047 (1-5)
Item Number
PP238.05.001

Description
Close up of Claire
Printed over the image:
PROOFS ONLY
ASSOCIATED NEWS
Photographic Service, Inc.
20 WEST 57th STREET
NEW YORK CITY

Verso
n/a

Date
n.d.

Size
10 x 7 in.
(top and
bottom lefthand corners
are missing)

PP238.05.002

Close up of Claire
Printed over the image:
PROOF ONLY
ALLIED-NEWS-PHOTO
439 MADISON AVE,
N.Y.C.

n/a

n.d.

10 x 7 in.

PP238.05.003

Close up of Claire
Printed over the image:
PROOF ONLY
ALLIED-NEWS-PHOTO
439 MADISON AVE,
N.Y.C.

n/a

n.d.

10 x 7 in.

PP238.05.004

Close up of Claire
Printed over the image:
PROOF ONLY
ALLIED-NEWS-PHOTO
439 MADISON AVE,
N.Y.C.

n/a

n.d.

10 x 7 in.

PP238.05.005

Close up of Claire
Printed over the image:
PROOF ONLY
ALLIED-NEWS-PHOTO
439 MADISON AVE,
N.Y.C.

n/a

n.d.

10 x 7 in.

PP238.05.006

Close up of Claire
Printed over the image:

n/a

n.d.

10 x 7 in.
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PROOF ONLY
ALLIED-NEWS-PHOTO
439 MADISON AVE,
N.Y.C.
PP238.05.007

Close up of Claire
Printed over the image:
PROOF ONLY
ALLIED-NEWS-PHOTO
439 MADISON AVE,
N.Y.C.

n/a

n.d.

10 x 7 in.

PP238.05.008

Profile view of Claire
wearing a net veil
Portrait of Claire wearing a
net veil
Profile view of Claire
wearing a net veil
Profile view of Claire
wearing a net veil
Black X in the upper lefthand corner

n/a

n.d.

9 ½ x 8 in.

n/a

n.d.

9 ½ x 8 in.

n/a

n.d.

9 ½ x 8 in.

744

n.d.

2 ¼ x 2 ¼ in.

Profile view of Claire
wearing a net veil
Profile view of Claire
wearing a net veil and
standing in front of
skyscrapers
Profile view of Claire
wearing a net veil and
standing in front of
skyscrapers
Profile view of Claire
wearing a net veil and
standing in front of
skyscrapers
Profile view of Claire
wearing a net veil and
standing in front of
skyscrapers
View of Claire wearing a
net veil and sweater
standing in front of a
skyscraper
Portrait of Claire wearing a

n/a

n.d.

2 ¼ x 2 ¼ in.

n/a

n.d.

2 ¼ x 2 ¼ in.

n/a

n.d.

2 ¼ x 2 ¼ in.

n/a

n.d.

2 ¼ x 2 ¼ in.

n/a

n.d.

2 ¼ x 2 ¼ in.

n/a

n.d.

2 ¼ x 2 ¼ in.

n/a

n.d.

2 ¼ x 2 ¼ in.

PP238.05.009
PP238.05.010
PP238.05.011

PP238.05.012
PP238.05.013

PP238.05.014

PP238.05.015

PP238.05.016

PP238.05.017

PP238.05.018
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PP238.05.019

PP238.05.020

PP238.05.021

PP238.05.022

net veil and standing in
front of skyscrapers
Portrait of Claire wearing a
net veil and standing in
front of skyscrapers
Profile view of Claire
wearing a net veil and
standing in front of
skyscrapers
Profile view of Claire
wearing a net veil and
standing in front of
skyscrapers
Profile view of Claire
wearing a net veil and
standing next to a pole
Black X on the top lefthand corner

n/a

n.d.

2 ¼ x 2 ¼ in.

n/a

n.d.

2 ¼ x 2 ¼ in.

n/a

n.d.

2 ¼ x 2 ¼ in.

Claire (cut off)

n.d.

2 ¼ x 2 ¼ in.

PP238.05.023

Portrait of Claire wearing a
net veil and standing in
front of skyscrapers
Black X on the top lefthand corner

Claire

n.d.

2 ¼ x 2 ¼ in.

PP238.05.024

Profile view of Claire
wearing a net veil and
standing in front of flags

n/a

n.d.

2 ¼ x 2 ¼ in.

PP238.05.025

Profile view of Claire
wearing a net veil and
standing in front of flags
Profile view of Claire
standing in front of stone
buildings
Black X on the top lefthand corner

n/a

n.d.

2 ¼ x 2 ¼ in.

2

n.d.

2 ¼ x 2 ¼ in.

Full body shot of Claire
standing in front of stone
buildings
Full body shot of Claire
standing in front of stone
buildings
Profile view of Claire
staring out a window

n/a

n.d.

2 ¼ x 2 ¼ in.

n/a

n.d.

2 ¼ x 2 ¼ in.

n/a

n.d.

7 x 5 in.

PP238.05.026

PP238.05.027

PP238.05.028

PP238.05.029
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PP238.05.030

Profile view of Claire

n/a

n.d.

7 x 5 in.

PP238.05.031

Portrait of Claire

n/a

n.d.

7 x 5 in.

PP238.05.032

Profile view of Claire

n/a

n.d.

7 x 5 in.

PP238.05.033

Close up of Claire

2

n.d.

10 x 8 in.

PP238.05.034

Close up profile view of
Claire
Close up profile view of
Claire
Close up profile view of
Claire
Close up profile view of
Claire (same as
PP238.05.036)
Close up portrait of Claire
standing outside
Close up of Claire sitting
on a porch railing
Claire sitting at a table

n/a

n.d.

10 x 8 in.

n/a

n.d.

7 x 5 in.

n/a

n.d.

7 x 5 in.

n/a

n.d.

7 x 5 in.

A 1044 (typed)

n.d.

8 x 6 ½ in.

A 1044 (typed)

n.d.

8 x 6 ½ in.

n/a

n.d.

10 x 8 in.

n/a

n.d.

10 x 8 in.

PP238.05.042

Claire sitting at a table
(same as PP238.05.040)
Claire sitting at a table

D-3

n.d.

10 x 7 in.

PP238.05.043

Close up of Claire

n/a

n.d.

10 x 8 in.

PP238.05.044
(individually
wrapped
negative)

Woman (presumably
Claire) posing outside of a
house

n/a

n.d.

3 ½ x 2 ½ in.

PP238.05.045
(individually
wrapped
negative)

Woman (presumably
Claire) sitting on the
ground wearing sunglasses

n/a

n.d.

3 ½ x 2 ½ in.

PP238.05.046
(individually
wrapped
negative)

Woman (presumably
Claire) posing outside of a
house (side view)

n/a

n.d.

3 ½ x 2 ½ in.

PP238.05.035
PP238.05.036
PP238.05.037

PP238.05.038
PP238.05.039
PP238.05.040
PP238.05.041
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PP238.05.047
Claire McCardell,
n/a
n/d
15 x 12
(Framed
photograph by Richard
framed
Photograph
Avedon
located Framed
Storage, Row
173, Shelf A8)
Folder 6: Claire McCardell Photograph Collection Personal Photos: Claire
McCardell at Work PP238.06.001-.018 (1-6)
Item Number
PP238.06.001
PP238.06.002

PP238.06.003

Description
Close up of Claire holding
a drawing board
Close up of Claire holding
a drawing board (same
image as PP238.06.001)
Profile view of Claire in
front of a drawing board

Verso
Please return to
Mom (?)
n/a

Date
n.d.

Size
10 x 8 in.

n.d.

7 x 5 in.

1958 Harper’s
Bazaar
June L. DahlWolfe
Page 108 (not
same view)

1958,
June

10 x 8 in.

n/a

n.d.

9 x 7 in.

n/a

n.d.

10 x 8 in.

photograph by
MARIAN
STEPHENSON
please give
credit

n.d.

8 x 8 in.

n.d.

8 x 8 in.

Women’s -Fri29 pi x 6 ¾ in.
w/Clair
—Reverse—
PP238.06.004

PP238.06.005

PP238.06.006

Claire drawing and sitting
next to a woman in a
bathing suit
Claire holding a drawing
board and looking at a
mannequin
Claire sewing a dress

34
PP238.06.007

Claire holding up a dress

photograph by
MARIAN
STEPHENSON
please give

15

credit
13
PP238.06.008

Claire fitting a dress to a
model

photograph by
MARIAN
STEPHENSON
please give
credit

n.d.

8 x 8 in.

n.d.

8 x 8 in.

n.d.

8 x 8 in.

#1
PP238.06.009

Claire talking to a
seamstress

photograph by
MARIAN
STEPHENSON
please give
credit
7
Sticker that
says:
MRS. A. L.
McCARDELL
1023 Winding
Way
Baltimore, MD
21210

PP238.06.010

Claire holding up fabric

photograph by
MARIAN
STEPHENSON
please give
credit
4
Sticker that
says:
MRS. A. L.
McCARDELL
1023 Winding
Way
Baltimore, MD
21210
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PP238.06.011

Claire sitting at her desk in
a workroom

FIT

n.d.

10 x 8 in.

n.d.

10 x 8 in.

n.d.

8 x 8 ½ in.

Sticker that
says:
MRS. A. L.
McCARDELL
1023 Winding
Way
Baltimore, MD
21210
PP238.06.012
PP238.06.013

PP238.06.014

Claire looking at a model’s n/a
dress
Claire standing behind a
VW- (?)
rack of dresses and a model MClaire fitting a dress to a
model

JERRY
n.d.
SALTSBERG
&
ASSOCIATES
144 WEST
66TH STREET –
N.Y.C., 19
TELEPHONE
Judson 6-3896

10 x 8 in.

PHOTO BY
JERRY
SALTSBERG
NEG. #
PP238.06.015

Model having her dress
1939
1939 6 x 4 in.
looked at by Claire (?)
(?)
PP238.06.016
Claire fitting a model for a n/a
n.d
8 ¼ x 6 ½ in
swimsuit
PP. 238.06.017 Claire showing a dress to a n/a
n.d
7 ½ x 9 ½ in
client
PP238.06.018
Claire and model
n/a
n.d
9 ½ x 7 ¾ in.
Folder 7: Claire McCardell Photograph Collection Personal Photos: Models and
Publicity PP238.07.001-.021 (1-7)
Item Number
PP238.07.001

Description
Profile view of a model
wearing a bathing suit and
hat

Verso
2

Date
n.d.

Size
10 x 8 in.

Typed:
811006
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PP238.07.002

Two women standing with
two men
Model wearing a silk gown

n/a

n.d.

10 x 8 in.

For After Five

n.d.

9 x 7 in.

PP238.07.004

Photo of the cover of
Harper’s Bazaar May 1954

78 C
43%

1954,
May

10 x 8 in.

PP238.07.005

Claire admiring a model’s
bathing suit

Typed:

n.d.

10 x 8 in.

1941
(?)
n.d.

7 x 5 in.

PP238.07.003

Not for use in
U.S.
Without special
permission
Complimentary
Print
Photo: NICK de
MORGOLI
INCORPORAT
ED
250 Park
Avenue
New York City
Tel. Plaza 98500
PP238.07.006

Woman in a military outfit
(Claire?)
Wide shot of a house and a
woman on a balcony

1941 and 16

PP238.07.008

Claire and an old woman
sitting on a couch

n.d.

9 ½ x 8 in.

PP238.07.009

Close up of Claire sitting
on a couch

By Walter
Bennett (typed)
and T
Time Photo by
Walter Bennett
(typed) and 12

n.d.

9 ½ x 8 in.

PP238.07.010

Claire and an old woman

Time Photo by

n.d.

9 ½ x 8 in.

PP238.07.007

Claire meets
Sally Kirk laud
(?) and Mark
Shaw at Vmie
(?), France
fn Life
Magazine—

9 x 6 in.
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sitting on a couch

PP238.07.011

Claire and an old woman
sitting on a chair

PP238.07.012

Claire and an old woman
sitting on a chair

PP238.07.013

Photo of the cover of Time
Magazine May 2, 1955

Walter Bennett
(typed), 30, and
T
Time Photo by
Walter Bennett
(typed), 11, and
T
Time Photo by
Walter Bennett
(typed) and T
85 C
53%

PP238.07.014

n.d.

10 x 7 in.

n.d.

10 x 8 in.

1955,
May
2
n.d.

10 x 8 in.

Model standing in a park
n/a
5 x 3 ½ in.
(?)
PP238.07.015
Model in uniform
n/a
n.d
9 ½ x 6 ½ in
PP238.07.016
Shop window with “A
n/a
July
9 ½ x 8 in.
twenty year retrospective
1953
of Claire McCardell dates,
1933 to 1953!”
PP238.07.017
Shop window with draped n/a
1950 8 x 10 in.
garment
PP238.07.018
Shop display for Neimann/a
1953 8 x 10 in.
Marcus
PP238.07.019
Shop display for Lord and
n/a
n.d
8 x 10 in.
Taylor
PP238.07.020
Shop display for Neimann/a
1953 8 x 10 in.
Marcus
PP238.07.021
Shop display for Neimann/a
1953 8 x 10 in.
Marcus
Folder 8: Claire McCardell Photograph Collection Personal Photos: Ceremonies
and Events PP238.08.001-.010 (1-8)
Item Number
PP238.08.001

Description
Wide shot of people sitting
at a table on a stage

Verso
Round table
discussion on
Designer’s Day,
May 16, 1946 at
Drexel Institute
of Technology
in Philadelphia
(typed)

Date
1946,
May
16

Size
10 x 8 in.

PP238.08.002

Claire standing with Rita
Hayworth and a man

Typed:
Copyright

n.d.

10 x 8 in.
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COLUMBIA
PICTURES
CORP.
Permission is
hereby granted
to newspapers,
magazines, and
other
periodicals to
reproduce this
photograph.
This picture
may not be
rented or
loaned-nor used
for advertising
purposes.
Photo by Bell
PP238.08.003

Claire speaking at a small
podium
Part of lower left-hand
corner is missing

Photography by
J. A. Meade
Order No. C6
1/061
Date: April 8
1953 AX. 21476
4059 SO.
NORMANDIEL.A

1953,
April
8

10 x 8 in.

PP238.08.004

Large group of people
standing indoors
Claire talking to a woman

n/a

n.d.

10 x 8 in.

Photo by Walter n.d.
Daran (typed)
and Al Cuty (?)
512
n.d.

10 x 8 in.

PP238.08.005

PP238.08.006

Claire and six models
standing on a small runway

PP238.08.007

Claire walking outside with n/a
a group of people
Claire presenting a model
n/a
to a group of people
Sketch of a dress
n/a

PP238.08.008
PP238.08.009
(individually
wrapped
negative)

10 x 8 in.

n.d.

10 x 8 in.

n.d.

9 x 7 in.

n.d.

2 x 2 in.
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PP238.08.010
(individually
wrapped
negative)

Photo of a woman in a blue
dress tossing a salad

Typed in the
n.d.
negative:
A recipe for
dressing, not the
salad, but the
cook…

2 x 2 in.

The rest of the
print is too
small to read
Folder 9: Claire McCardell Photograph Collection Personal Photos:
Damaged Photos PP238.09.001-.014 (1-9)
Item Number Description
PP238.09.001 Claire carrying skis

PP238.09.002

Noticeable Damage: a few
brown spots on photo
Claire on skis

PP238.09.003

Noticeable Damage: brown
spots on photo
Claire boarding a plane

PP238.09.004

PP238.09.005

PP238.09.006

PP238.09.007

Noticeable Damage: brown
spots splattered on photo
Claire leaning against a
balcony
Noticeable Damage: small
brown spots on top of photo
Profile view of Claire
wearing a hat
Noticeable Damage: two
large diagonal creases
Claire sitting at a table and
holding a baby’s shoe
Noticeable Damage: a
couple of brown spots and a
broken corner
Claire sitting at a desk

Verso
Cr. Bob
Bourdon and
Time R

Date
n.d.

552-1

Size
10 x 8 in.

7 x 5 in.

n/a

n.d.

10 x 8 in.

n/a

n.d.

10 x 8 in.

n/a

n.d.

10 x 8 in.

n/a

n.d.

10 x 8 in.

P11 and 55

n.d.

10 x 8 in.
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PP238.09.008

PP238.09.009

PP238.09.010

PP238.09.011

Noticeable Damage: brown
splotch on right part of
photo
Claire holding a drawing
board
Noticeable Damage: brown
spots splattered on photo
Claire standing next to a
rack of dresses
Noticeable Damage: brown
spots splattered on photo
Claire standing with a
woman and two men
Written over Claire: Claire
Written over the woman:
Rita Hayworth

Claire talking with a man
Written along the side:
Sports Illustrate Award May
23-1951 (?)

n/a

n.d.

10 x 8 in.

VW-P MF

n.d.

5 ¾ x 5 ½ in.

COLUMBIA
PICTURES
CORP.
Permission is
hereby granted
to newspapers,
magazines, and
other
periodicals to
reproduce this
photograph.
This picture
may not be
rented or
loaned-nor used
for advertising
purposes.
Photo by Bell
(typed)

n.d.

10 x 8 in.

C3-20

n.d.

10 x 8 in.

10933-332

n.d.

10 x 8 in.

Noticeable Damage: a few
brown spots
PP238.09.012

Claire accepting an award;
some brown spotting
Written on top: Claire
receiving the $500-award
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PP238.09.013

PP238.09.014

Noticeable Damage: brown
spots splattered on photo
Claire sitting at a table with
three men and one woman
Noticeable Damage: brown
spots splattered on photo
Group of people posing for
a picture; center figure is a
young woman in a large
white gown; Claire stands in
the back row

Weaf Photo
Neg. No. 24381

n.d.

10 x 8 in.

n/a

n.d.

10 x 8 in.

Noticeable Damage: lots of
brown spots splattered on
photo
Folder 10: Claire McCardell Photograph Collection Personal Photos:
Color Photos PP238.10.001-.008 (1-10)
Item Number Description
PP238.10.001 Claire wearing a white shirt,
red pants; carrying skis with
her
PP238.10.002 Claire and a man sitting on a
sort of bench

PP238.10.003

Claire and a woman
standing together on a dock

PP238.10.004

Claire wearing a black
bathing suit with white
piping
Large green cactus; written
in the lower right-hand

PP238.10.005

Verso
n/a

Date
n.d.

Size
3 x 2 in

This is a
Kodacolor Print
Made by
Eastman Kodak
Company
T. M. Regis,
U.S. Pat. Off.
Week of August
4, 1952
This is a
Kodacolor Print
Made by
Eastman Kodak
Company
T. M. Regis,
U.S. Pat. Off.
Week of August
4, 1952
Color Print by
Technicolor
(typed)
n/a

1952,
Aug
4

5 x 3 ½ in.

1952,
Aug
4

3 x 2 in.

n.d.

2 ½ x 2 ½ in.

1943,
May

9 ½ x 8 in.
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corner: To- Rog McCardell
from Lloyd and Lydia
Oxley May 21,-1943
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PP238.10.006

Claire sitting in front of a
n/a
n.d.
10 x 8 in.
drawing board; photo seems
somewhat faded
PP238.10.007 Model wearing a green
n/a
n.d.
10 x 8 in.
bathing suit and lying in
front of an open window
PP238.10.008 Woman standing in front of Dec. 94
1994, 4 x 6 in
a dress with a white and red
Dec.
pattern; much more modern
photo
Folder 11: Claire McCardell Photograph Collection Personal Photos:
Oversize Photographs PP238.11.001-.013 (1-11)
Item Number Description
PP238.11.001 Claire leaning her elbow on
a table; she holds a baby
shoe in her left hand

Verso
B-1

Date
n.d.

Size
11 x 10 in.

PP238.11.002

E-6

n.d.

11 x 11 in.

n/a

n.d.

10 x 12 in.

PP238.11.003

PP238.11.004

PP238.11.005

Claire sits in front of a table
with her back to the camera;
four baby shoes lie on the
table
Claire sits at a large
desk/cabinet-like piece of
furniture; upper left-hand
corner is slightly damaged
Full body shot of Claire
holding a basket and
standing on a back porch
Written in the lower righthand corner: Toni Frissel

Profile shot of Claire
standing on a back porch
Written in the lower righthand corner: Toni Frissel

Both
n.d.
94-77-9
Copyright Not
to be
reproduced
without written
permission from
Toni Frissell
480 Lexington
Ave. New York
City
94-87-2
n.d.
Copyright Not
to be
reproduced
without written

9 ½ x 12 in.

10 x 11 in.
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PP238.11.006

Portrait of Claire sitting
down and gazing at a
birdcage
Written in the lower righthand corner: Toni Frissel

PP238.11.007

Image: Close up portrait of
Claire; part of her body is
behind translucent glass

PP238.11.008

Full body shot of Claire
leaning over slightly; metal
triangles are suspended from
the ceiling
Full body shot of Claire;
metal triangles are
suspended from the ceiling
Shot of Claire wearing a
dark dress and sitting on a
flat board

PP238.11.009

PP238.11.010

PP238.11.011

Profile sketch of a woman
with short hair
Written on the bottom:
Chester W. Slack 1927

PP238.11.012

Portrait of Claire; lots of
brown spots splattered on
the back of the photo

PP238.11.013

Full body shot of a model

permission from
Toni Frissell
480 Lexington
Ave. New York
City
Both
n.d.
94-75-4
Copyright Not
to be
reproduced
without written
permission from
Toni Frissell
480 Lexington
Ave. New York
City
n/a
n.d.

10 x 11 in.

9 ½ x 13 in.

Photo Herbert
Matter

n.d.

10 x 14 in.

Photo Herbert
Matter

n.d.

10 x 14 in.

Claire
McCardell in
her own dress
1975
Hanged woman
(?)

n.d.

10 x 14 in.

1927

10 x 12 in

Photo Herbert
Matter
n/a

Shelburne
Studios 439
Madison Ave.
N.Y.C.
A w/ Claire

11 x 14 in
n.d.

n.d.

11 x 14 in.
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holding up part of her dress; Women’s Fripink stains on the top half of
the photo
44 pi x 11 ½ in.
McCardell
Chapter III
Anywhere
50 % 35C Spot
retouch
Typed:
Maria Martel
CL 6-1910
184 East 64th
Street
New York City
NO. 330-35
Date
Please Credit
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